Abstract. An orthogonal basis consistent with transient random phenomena is proposed and applied to market data and 1/f noise. For 1/f noise the power-rate spectrum is flat. The basis set leads to a power-rate spectrum and can be used to facilitate the detection of specific signal forms.
INTRODUCTION
The scientific endeavour related to characterizing random phenomena has a long and important history, e.g. [1] . One important, and widely used, method for characterizing random phenomena is via waveform decomposition based on utilizing a basis set for a specified interval of interest, e.g. [2] . Usually, the power, or energy, of the constituent waveforms arising from the decomposition are calculated and utilized to define a power spectral density or a time-scale representation for the random process. Common basis sets include the sinusoidal basis set, which leads to the standard, and widely used, power spectral density function, a basis set consistent with a Karhunen-Loève decomposition e.g. [3] and [4] , a wavelet basis set, e.g. [5] , which leads to a time-scale characterization, etc. In general, the basis sets used are such that the waveforms, or sets of waveforms as in wavelet analysis, exhibit the same form over the interval of interest. As such they are not optimally suited to the characterization of transient random phenomena. For transient random phenomena of a specific type, a custom approach, where the signals in the basis set match the form of the underlying random phenomena, is likely to lead to a better characterization and, hence, a simpler model of the random phenomena.
There have been several papers on orthogonal basis sets for the transient case and typically for the interval , e.g. [6] , [7] and [8] . Such basis sets usually consist of Laguerre, or similar functions, which exhibit exponential decay as infinity is approached. Such basis sets can, naturally, represent transient phenomena of all types. However, in general, the decomposition is likely to be non-optimal when the random phenomenon yields signals which are inconsistent with the basis set signals. In this paper a basis set for characterizing transient phenomena, and consistent with random walk type phenomena is proposed.
BASIS SET FOR TRANSIENT RANDOM PHENOMENA
Consider the orthogonal basis set, , for the interval , illustrated in Figure 1 and a signal . The associated data vector X = { } can be written, using the basis set, as (1) for , where is the coefficient associated with , and
Accordingly, the data vector can be written as
The first component, , represents a 'dynamic' mean component consistent with the basis signals . The vector is defined by samples of a 
signalling random process , [9] , which is based on the basis functions and has a rate of . Its first components are zero consistent with transient phenomena. Given a data vector it can be readily shown that the coefficients in the basis decomposition are given by
The average power, , in the signalling random process , over the interval , where it is non-zero, is (6) where is the expectation operator. For the case of , for , it follows that . For a random walk with a step size of , and a step variance of , it can be shown, utilizing the independence between step increments, that the average power in the signalling random process is:
for . The second form arises as and, thus, the power-rate spectrum exhibits a form.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results taken from Forex data (AUD vs USD) and noise are shown in Figure 2 and clearly show, for the Forex data, 'reasonable market' random walk behaviour at a macro level. Note that the power-rate spectrum for noise exhibits, consistent with the model proposed in [10] , a flat power-rate spectrum. Thus, relative to the proposed
basis set noise appears as 'white' noise. The following is a summary of power-rate spectral forms: White noise (flat power spectral density) yields a power-rate spectrum varying according to rate, noise yields a flat power-rate spectrum and a 1/f 2 (a power spectral density consistent with a random walk -see ch. 6 of [9] ) yields a power-rate spectral form. The proposed basis set can be used to facilitate a test of whether a random phenomena is consistent with a random walk, or has a component which is consistent with a random walk or noise. Finally, the proposed basis set can yield greater sensitivity to certain types of random phenomena than a standard power spectral density.
CONCLUSION
An orthogonal basis consistent with transient random phenomena has been proposed and applied to market data and noise. The basis set leads to a power-rate spectrum and for a random walk the associated power-rate spectrum exhibits a form whilst for noise the associated power-rate spectrum is constant. The proposed basis set can facilitate the detection of specific signal forms.
